ARTS & CULTURE

Take time during your stay in Sedona to delve deeper into the local arts and culture that
make this part of the Southwest so unique. Perhaps revive your passion for an old interest
in painting or photography with our experts one-on-one, or experience a new skill like
beading or birdwatching. Enjoy a sensory journey of pairing different foods and wines
together or gaze at the most brilliant of night skies as you learn about the galaxies above
us. Add some extra enchantment to your time here and make it an even more
unforgettable stay!
BEADING WITH A SOUTHWESTERN FLAIR $75/pp
Spend two hours and make a one-of-a-kind vacation memory to wear home. Create a truly unique
and personal bracelet and a pair of earrings with stones from the Southwest. Choose from a large
selection of beads and stones, which will be finished by our expert instructor. Beads and stones are
A-grade; ear wires and clasps are sterling silver. Maximum ten per class. Sundays and on request.
BIRDWATCHING $60/pp
Join a local Audubon Society member for a two hour exploration of the resort’s canyon, riparian
and grassland habitats and their respective birds and wildlife. A pair of high powered birding
binoculars will be provided to each participant as well as information on the different species you
will be viewing seasonally. Please wear comfortable shoes, layered clothing, a hat and sunscreen.
Maximum ten per group. On request only.
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY $250/pp
Visit beautiful red rock locations in Sedona where you will concentrate on capturing creative images
of the rock formations during the most colorful time of day. Your private session will end a half hour
after sunset (starting time varies with the season). Please wear comfortable walking shoes, outdoor
clothing, and bring your point-and-shoot, SLR camera, or iPhone. Three-hour session. Maximum
four people. On request only. Five hour sessions can be arranged if desired.
NIGHTTIME PHOTOGRAPHY $150/pp
Take advantage of some of the darkest skies in the Southwest when you venture out with one of
our photographer-guides and capture stunning images of the skies above Sedona “shooting RAW”.
A DSLR camera with a wide angle lens, tripod and remote shutter release are recommended.
Once the digital images are taken, your guide will recommend techniques for when you process
your pictures back home. Three hours, on request only.
PRIVATE PHOTOGRAPHY LESSON $150/pp
One-on-one time with our local photographer allows you to gain a deeper understanding of creating
engaging photos with outdoor light. You will practice making compositions while shooting
landscapes, macros, architecture, and portraits at locations around the Resort. You will also
receive specialized instruction in your area of interest. Two-hour session. Maximum four people.
On request only.
SUNSET PHOTOGRAPHY $85/pp
An expert photographer is your guide on this local driving tour, where you will learn techniques to
capture engaging compositions of our local red rock formations in the best light. The tour concludes
at a stunning location to capture one of our famous Sedona landmarks in all its colorful glory! Bring
your camera or iPhone. 2.5 hours. On request.
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SOUTHWESTERN GOURD DECORATION $100/pp
Learn advanced techniques for decorating larger gourds from our artist in residence. His
experience growing up on a local Indian Reservation has helped him develop a profound
understanding and respect for the landscape, cultures and traditions of the Southwest. The
concepts and history of Southwestern design will be discussed as you illustrate several dried
gourds during this two hour class. Maximum ten people, ages 12 and over. On request only.
STARGAZING Prices range from $180 to $420 depending on group size
Our avid astronomers will share their in-depth knowledge of the night sky above the resort using an
array of telescopic equipment with 80mm to 14inch lenses. While navigating the stars overhead,
you will learn the mythological tales attached to the constellations and view even deeper into space
to view planets, galaxies and even quasars. Daytime solar viewing can also be arranged. Two
hour viewing session on one of our tennis courts. Maximum twenty-five people. On request only.
WATERCOLORS ON LOCATION $100/pp
Learn secrets to painting on location from our artist in residence. You will receive your own travel
watercolor kit to take home with you. Weather permitting, the class will be a plein air (outdoors)
activity and includes a demonstration on coloration and technique for capturing your subject chosen
by our instructor. Two hour lesson. Ages12 and over.
WINE & FOOD PAIRING EXPERIENCE $25/pp inclusive of tax and gratuity
Join our Sommelier as he takes you on a sensory journey of discovery of four different wines
accompanied by our Chef’s personally inspired “Small Bites”. Ages 21 and over. Maximum fifteen
people and pre-registration with the Concierge required. Offered every Thursday except on select
holidays.
WINE & WATERCOLORS $100/pp
Enjoy two glasses of our Sommelier’s favorite wines while learning how to capture the stunning red
rocks that surround the resort in watercolors. Our resident artist will send you home with your
favorite masterpieces matted and ready to frame and share with your family or friends.
Ages 21 and over only. Wednesdays and on request.
Please book all of the above at least 48 hours in advance to ensure availability. All activities except the
Beading with a Southwestern Flair, Wine and Watercolors and our Wine & Food Pairing Experience are on a
request-only basis. Prices listed above do not include taxes or a suggested 20% gratuity.
Confirmed bookings made within 24 hours of the activity will be charged full price if cancelled during that time
period. Previously confirmed activities made prior to 48 hours of the activity may be cancelled no later than
4 hours before the start time in order to avoid a full charge. No shows will be charged the full rate for the
amount of attendees booked. Operates under permit with the Coconino National Forest.
The above offerings are not exchangeable for package activities or Mii amo spa treatments. Prices, offerings
and schedules are subject to change seasonally and without notice and subject to instructor availability.

